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mean route method performs best. In cases where this
method is most likely to fail (e.g. when there is a bifucation)
one could simply choose another method.

The ship routing described in this paper is a research
project. It was set up to show whether, and how, ship rout-
ing could benefit from ensemble prediction of wind and
waves.There are some prominent differences to operational
ship routing because the rotational motions of the ship and
their effect on the ship and the cargo are not included in
the cost function.Although this may not be so relevant for
the statistical considerations in this article, it can be serious

for a real ship in specific conditions. Also, the forecast was
not updated during the 61⁄2-day crossing.Although this was
useful in this ship routing project to enhance uncertainties
of weather prediction, in today’s operational ship routing busi-
ness, with proper means of satellite communication, updates
of the current optimal ship route are done regularly.

Peter Janssen

METVIEW 
Meteorological data visualisation and processing software at ECMWF

Metview is the ECMWF’s meteorological data visualisation
and processing tool. By virtue of its design and extensive
range of features, Metview can act as a complete working
environment for the operational and research meteorolo-
gist by providing powerful data management visualisation
and processing tools. It can be seen as a meteorological
desktop plotting package, thanks to its WYSIWYG visual-
isation, but it is also a powerful meteorological data-
processing software thanks to its macro language, and can
be used for routine production of meteorological charts in
an operational environment.

Metview is based on ECMWF software for data access
(MARS) and graphics (MAGICS). These reliable “work-
horse”applications were in routine use at the time of Metview
development and provide its underlying data retrieval/
handling and plotting capability.

Metview’s user interface is based on MOTIF and the X
Windows system. Metview was designed for the UNIX
environment and it is highly portable within the UNIX
world.At ECMWF,Metview is used on SGI systems,but else-
where it has been installed and performs operational work
also on SUN,HP and DEC workstations. It has recently been
ported to LINUX/GNU, thus widening considerably its
potential for deployment by being able to run on compar-
atively very low-cost hardware. Metview has a modular
architecture and was conceived as a fully distributed system,
its modules being able to run on different machines

Metview was developed as part of a co-operative project
between ECMWF and INPE/CPTEC, Brazil with assis-
tance from Météo-France. The development of Metview
started in 1991 and the first release became available to
internal ECMWF users in December 1993. Metview was
released to ECMWF Member States in October 1995. It is
now used in most Members States, plus Brazil and Australia.

Since this first release,Metview has gone through a number
of operational versions, all of which were structurally simi-
lar. Metview has now undergone its first major structural
revision embodied in the new version about to be released.
This article presents Metview to a first time user readership.

Readers already familiar with Metview will note the modi-
fications it has undergone.

Metview’s new version presents a revised main User
Interface with improved functionality where user customi-
sation was a main priority.The greatest changes are in the
visualisation tool, which was completely rewritten from
scratch according to a different design principle. Internally
extensive rewriting, streamlining and simplification of the
code took place, which will make Metview easier to extend
and maintain.

The Metview icon Concept

Metview can be described as a tool working on archived data
(model fields, observations, user data) to produce either:
� a visualisation of the data or of a derived parameter (on

screen, on file, on paper) - this can vary in complexity and
format (from a contoured geographical field to an x-y plot;

and/or
� a file on disk containing the retrieved data or some derived

data - the file can be binary or ASCII and its content can
vary in complexity.

The process from original data to final output constitutes a
Metview task.This can range widely in complexity but the
important concept is that:
� any Metview task can be decomposed into separate steps

arranged in a logical sequence;
� each step is defined (specified) by the user - these defin-

itions are represented in the GUI by Metview icons.The
user operates on these icons to carry out each step.

Metview icons (definitions) are the components of Metview
(from the user point of view). In fact, the design principle
(paradigm) of Metview can be summarised by:

Everything in Metview is an icon,

while the operating principle of Metview is:

Every Metview task is a sequence of actions on icons.

This article shows how these principles are realised in
practice.
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The Metview Environment

Users launch Metview from a UNIX command line with
the following command:

% metview
The first thing a user sees is the Metview Desktop as

shown in Figure 1.Within this desktop you have icons and
these can represent actual data, data requests, processing or
plotting specifications, macro programs and applications.

Metview aims to create a complete interactive working
environment.You can conceivably work exclusively on the
Metview desktop. Metview icons can represent your work-
ing elements, from scraps of text to GRIB files, database
requests, data filters, plotting specifications, etc.You can run
UNIX shell scripts and Metview includes its own Mail tool
with a facility for seamless sending of icons, so you can
communicate with colleagues (e.g. exchange data and macros)
and developers (e.g. questions, bug reporting).

What you see as the main desktop is in fact a UNIX
directory, called metview, residing on your root directory.
Every folder within the main user desktop is a sub-
directory of this metview directory.

Given that symbolic links within the metview directory are
also recognised as folders in the main user desktop, you can
have your scratch space,or some data storage directory,present
on the desktop. Its contents (for instance GRIB files) are trans-
parently accessible to the user’s visualisation and processing
work. Should suitable permissions be in place, you can access
other user’s directories within the Metview desktop, thus
facilitating exchange of work and ideas between users.
Metview can handle several data/file types:
� GRIB for fields and satellite images
� BUFR for observations
� ASCII matrices of lat-long gridded data
� Geopoints (sets of irregularly spaced data points in ASCII)
� NetCDF for data other than model fields and point data

(e.g. cross sections)
Users create most of the icons themselves. However, if a file
is copied or brought in to the metview directory (or one
of its subdirectories) it is automatically assigned an icon.There
are a few file types which are recognised and automatically
assigned a specific icon - those that Metview can handle (see
above) plus shell scripts, PostScript files and plain text files;
otherwise a generic binary file icon is used.

Figure 1. The Metview User Interface or Desktop. The four icons on the lower right part of the main window are predefined and
always appear on start up. Folder icons open to reveal a new (replicated) desktop. Folders can be symbolic links, in which case
their name appears in italics. Some examples of user created icons can be seen in the desktop. Every user task is carried out by
means of operations (actions) on suitable icons. Icon templates are kept in icon drawers from where they can be dragged to create
new instances on the user desktop.

User created icons

The Main Desktop

Edit folder
to obtain window

Opened Icon Drawer Icon Drawer Tabs

Drag to create

Pre-set icons
(always present)

Opened Folder window.
Note how it replicates the
Main Desktop.
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Working with Metview Icons

The fundamental unit of Metview is the icon. Here we see
how users can create icons and how one operates on icons
to achieve a given outcome.

As you can see in Figure 1, icons are arranged in icon draw-
ers. Each drawer reflects the icon types it contains, so you
find drawers for visual definitions, for data icons, for macro-
like operators, etc.You have full control over the arrangement
of the drawers on your desktop and you can:
� name drawers;
� create new drawers;
� delete existing drawers.

The drawer contents are also subject to customisation.You
can:
� remove or rename icons;
� transfer icons from drawer to drawer;
� transfer user created icons from the desktop to a drawer.
So you can group icons according to your own convenience
and even create customised icons and group them in draw-
ers to act as user icon libraries – e.g. you may have a drawer
for specific types of data retrievals, or geographical areas, or
plot window layouts (see Fig. 2)

Click-right to
obtain the menu

a) MARS Retrieval editor

b) Simple Formula editor

c) Macro editor

Figure 2: Example of a user-
customised group o f  icon
drawers. Note the renaming
of most drawers, deletion of
others the user will not use,
and the creation of a drawer
for a user project containing
icons pre - spec i f ied  wi th
required parameters. The icon
drawer menu shown on the
right provides most of the func-
tionality for these changes.

Figure 3: Examples of icon editors – (a) a standard editor (MARS Retrieval) with parameters set by means of text boxes and option
menus, (b) a family editor (Simple Formula) with different interfaces in the same editor each selected by its own tab and (c) a
macro editor, a plain text editor with extra functionality for code development (top row buttons).
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Icons can be created by:
� dragging from an icon drawer to the main or folder desk-

top (as shown in Figure 1);
� clicking-right on a desktop or a drawer - this launches

an icon list from where the required icon can be created
by clicking on it;

� duplicating an existing (similar) icon of the same type and
modifying it accordingly.

Once the created icon appears on the desktop, it must be
edited to conform to your requirements. The icon editor
window allows you to enter values for parameters by means
of text entries, option menus, toggle buttons, icon drop
fields and colour editors. Once you save and exit, the icon
is then ready to be operated upon.

All Metview (interactive) work is carried out through
actions (operations) on icons.To operate on an icon you click
right on the icon and choose one from:
Execute Visualise Examine Save Drop Edit Duplicate Delete

The type of icon determines which actions apply to it.
The last three actions in the list above apply to all icons and
are self-explanatory.The first five are not applicable to all
icons - e.g. you can’t Visualise a visual definition icon since
this type of icon only specifies how to contour data.

Visualisation in Metview

The visualisation concept in Metview has changed consid-
erably from the current version to the new version. Previous
functionality has been kept (e.g. point value query, re-projec-
tion and re-sizing,...) while new capabilities were added.The
most striking new capability is the ability to display differ-
ent types of plots in any arbitrary layout featuring effective
WYSIWYG. Users may now display concurrently:
� 2-dimensional geographical plots - meteorological fields,

observations, station locations, satellite images;
� cross-sections along defined spatial limits;
� tephigrams;
� vertical profiles of parameters for points or areas;
� time series of parameters for a given point;
� curves derived from users’ data.

Figure 4: Examples of icon
menus. The menu presents
a choice of action to the
user. Some actions may
not be available as you
can see from the menu on
the contour icon.

Throughout, we refer to visualisation in a broad sense to
include:
� on-screen display with interactive facilities;
� output to file, in PS (for printing) and PNG formats

(Web publishing, presentation);
� hard-copy print-out (paper/transparency).
Central to the new visualisation module is the concept of
a (plotting) view. Essentially, the view specifies how to plot
a given data. For example, from a data unit composed of
multi-level sets of fields for a number of forecast steps, a user
can produce a set of 2D geographic fields, a time series of
cross sections or vertical profiles or a set of time series plots
for each level. Users have a view for each of the plots they
may want to prepare from the data. Currently Metview
provides:
� Map View (for 2D geographic plots) the user specifies

area and projection;
� Cross-Section View (for cross-section plots) user spec-

ifies the geographic co-ordinates of the extremities of a
line;

� Vertical Profile View (for vertical profiles) user speci-
fies the geographic co-ordinates of a point or small area;

� Curve View (for plotting any x-y sequence of points, from
trajectories to time series).

Icons for layout and plot control

Icons for retrieval and computations

Icons for plotting specification

Drag to create

Figure 5: Folder storing icons involved in a project, in this case
a plain forecast-analysis difference. The icons present have just
been dragged from their drawers. They will now be edited and
modified according to requirements.
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The principle behind the Metview visualisation tool is that
the user specifies how he/she wants the data to be plotted
by means of a view and is able to mix different views in the
same display/paper sheet.The data unit passed to the display
window will generate the appropriate plots, cascading through
the different plotting perspectives.Users can still visualise data
icons directly, without specifying anything relative to layout
or view, in which case suitable defaults apply (e.g. single map
plot on A4 landscape).

To clarify how Metview works, let us go through a
schematic visualisation - visualising (forecast-analysis) differ-
ences both as a map over a given region and as a cross-section
along a given transect.We’ll create a folder for this task and
create the icons inside it by dragging from their drawers (see
Figure 5).Having assembled the icons, they have to be edited
to conform to the user’s requirements

To derive an forecast-analysis difference, a user has to
retrieve forecast and analysis fields (at multiple levels) using
the MARS Retrieval icons and compute their difference
with the Simple Formula icon. Preparation of the fore-
cast data icon is exemplified in Figure 6 as a sequence of
edit-modify-save actions. Once the icon is prepared it can
be used, in this case as input for a Simple Formula icon.

The MARS Retrieval icon is used for retrieval of any data
present in the archives. Other institutions will have to adapt
to their own archive/database retrieval procedures during
Metview installation, but the principle will remain the same.
Here we are using the MARS Retrieval icon as input to
another icon, but you could have visualised its specified data
directly or you could have used the Save action to obtain
a GRIB file with that data.

The Simple Formula icon is a general icon for simple
calculations with fieldsets, point values and scalars.You can
specify an operation between fields, fields and point values,
fields and scalar values, functions of scalars and functions of
fieldsets.The icon can be used as input to yet another icon,
visualised or saved to derive a GRIB or geopoints file with
the result of the calculations.The Simple Formula icon illus-
trates an important Metview feature - many icons take data
icons as input.These embedded icons are automatically acti-
vated upon operating on the external icon.

Similarly, the View icons have to edited and modified from
the original defaults to the requirements. In this case we spec-
ify a cylindrical projection European window from (70ºN,
20ºW) to (20ºN, 40ºE) (top left, lower right) for the Map
View and a line from (20ºN, 20ºW) to (70ºN, 40ºE) for the
Cross Section View.

In order to define how the final plot will look, the visu-
alisation window is specified with a PlotSuperPage icon.
Edit this icon to reveal its graphical interface (see Figure 7).
The editor allows users to define the size and orientation of
the plot surface and divide the plot surface into any arrange-
ment of arbitrarily sized fractions. In this example, we’ll
define an A4 landscape plot divided vertically in two equal
sized plots. The result is saved under the name map_xs.

Contour icons specify how you want the plots to be
contoured.The editor provides for a wide-ranging choice
of types, using lines, shades and patterns. Since we are plot-
ting differences we specify a contour such that very small
differences are not plotted, positive differences (forecast
warmer than analysis) are plotted in warm tones and nega-
tive differences (forecast colder than analysis) are plotted in
cold tones.

Metview provides visual definitions other than contour-
ing. Users have available definitions for meteorological
observation plotting, symbol plotting, wind arrow/barb
plotting, coastlines, plot axis, x-y curves and satellite images.

Once the Plot Page icon is prepared, you can carry out
your visualisation. Following the example above, you would
execute or visualise the plot page icon. Once the plot surface
is up you can drop the Simple Formula icon inside each
panel, followed, or in conjunction with, the contour icons.

The result is shown in Figure 8 and shows how you can
visualise the same data concurrently in different perspectives.
You can lay out your visualisation the way you want it and
mix any views you require.

Each plot division can function independently of each
other using its own data, views and contours. The plot
window is equipped with features to ease your on-screen
analysis.These are detailed in the next section and include:
� zoom and magnification;
� on screen manipulation of the visualisation via direct

access to component icons;
� simultaneous animation of different plots;
� browsing through a stack of fields;
� re-projection and windowing of visualised data;
� querying of point values;
� printing of visualisation (WISIWYG).

Visualisation features

Once you have a visualisation up and running, you can 
use the features offered by the visualisation tool to help in
your analysis.These are exemplified below, using different
visualisations:

Zoom and magnification

These tools are available from action buttons on the plot
window button. They lead to different results, in that a
magnification is a purely graphic process while a zoom leads
to re-calculation of the plotting (see Figure 9).

Querying point values

To check the value of fields at any location, or the values of
plotted observations, the plot window provides a point tool.
Click on its button, then anywhere on a field or on an
observation location to produce, respectively, the interpo-
lated field value at that location or the values of the
observation parameters printed to a floating window, as
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 6: Preparing a MARS Retrieval icon of 5-day forecast
data verifying the day before and dropping it in a Simple Formula
editor. A similar process has been undertaken for analysis data.
After renaming, the Simple Formula icon is ready to be used.

Figure 7: Interactive preparation of a visualisation layout. The initial blank plot surface is sized to A4 landscape and then subdi-
vided in two vertically. Subdivision is achieved by selecting one or several rectangular regions and clicking on numbered buttons.
Once this is ready, users can drop view icons in the subdivisions according to their needs.

Use editor
commands to
specify
dimensions
and the 
layout of plot

Drop view
icons in the
plot divisions

Edit icon

Save
Save

Edit Edit
Modify

Drop

These specify
plot subdivision
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Figure 8: Result of a simple visual-
isation: forecast minus analysis
differences as geographical fields
(left) and cross-section (right).
Visualise the plot page icon and
then drop the data and contour
icons to derive the visualisation.
The two plots can have indepen-
dent contours and title styles.

Figure 9: Magnification and zooming on a visualisation of obser-
vation data. Magnification is displayed in a separate window and
the processing is purely graphic. Zooming is displayed in the same
window and re-scaling and re-plotting takes place as can be
seen in the figure.

Zoom:
(on same window)

Magnification:
(on separate window)

Contents and
Control drawers

Plot window
commands

Visiualise the plot
page icon

Drop the formula 
and the contour icons
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Point tool button

Click to
open and
close

Icons of
the global
plot

Icons of the
component
plots

Figure 10: Example of point tool output from a visualisation of
observations.

Figure 11: A sample visualisation with the contents window
open. The left-most rectangle contains the icons valid over the
global plot. The two areas on the right contain the icons that apply
to each component plot.

Once data is loaded
you can control the
animation of the data

Click to open/close

Meter shows progress
of data loading

Once data is loaded, pick any field from the drop list. 
The drop list provides information on the data available.

Figure 12: A sample visualisation with the controls window open to allow users to browse through a long data sequence or
animate it. You can animate each plot division independently.
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Visualising contents

As you have seen there are a number of icons involved in a
visualisation.You require a way to manipulate each one of
them individually.This is the case when you are modifying
a view, tweaking a contour definition, a coastline or an axis.
You may also want to add a new icon or remove an exist-
ing one. Access to visualisation components is provided
through the contents window. As the name implies it shows
you the contents of the visualisation, i.e. the icons and how
they are organised in order to produce what you see on the
screen.The contents window organises the component icons
in rectangular areas, one for the global plot and one for each
of the component plots (see Figure 11).The plot window
icon is shown for reference, since it can’t be modified or
removed. The data icons can’t be modified but can be
removed.All other icons can be modified and removed.You
can drop new icons in the plot rectangles - depending on
which one you drop the icon in, different modifications arise
on the plot - e.g. drop a data icon on the global plot contents
area and the data is plotted on all component plots (cascad-
ing through the views). You can associate contour icons
with a given plot or make them apply to all plots.

Animation and browsing

When you load a long sequence of fields on a visualisation,
you may want to animate the sequence (e.g. a temporal
sequence). You may also want to browse through the
sequence, i.e. being able to pick any field in the sequence.
The plot window has a Controls drawer which provides
controls for both browsing of the data set and controls for
animation (start, stop, advance, rewind). Figure 12 provides
details.

Other Metview Features

Metview offers an extensive range of features that allow a
meteorologist to use it as a complete working environment.
These include not only an extensive range of pre-defined
application (icons) but also built-in utilities.

Metview provides its users with the facilities to commu-
nicate and exchange work samples with other users and
development teams.This achieved by means of two built-in
applications, Metview Mail to send and Metview News to
receive information.
� Metview Mail is a simple mail tool developed to send

(not receive!) messages from Metview users to other
people, other Metview users, and user support and devel-
opment teams. Its distinguishing feature is the ability to
send icons as attachments (automatically unencoded),
which can then be extracted at the destination address.
It enables one user to demonstrate work results to other
users. It may be used in co-operative tasks, sending bits
of work back and forth between participants.Any number
of icons can be mailed, and icons used as input to the
mailed icon are also mailed.Mailing a folder icon will also
mail all icons contained in the folder (which is a conve-
nient and effective way to send groups of icons).A simple
example is shown in Figure 13.

� Metview News is the application used to read Metview
mail messages, provided the incoming mail has an icon
in attachment. For messages without attached icons, use
your UNIX mail server. Metview News is also used to
install predefined examples, short tutorials and informa-
tion on new features. The tool is launched from the
What’s New icon on the main desktop (one of the pre-
set icons always present - see Figure 1).

Figure 13: Working with Metview Mail and Metview News to send/receive messages and interchange icons. Your Metview
administrator may also place in News some examples and short tutorials for self practice and study.

Send
the mail

Install the attached icons to
the desktop

RECIPIENT: select received mail to read its contentsSENDER: address and write the mail; 
drop the icon in the icon field
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Metview provides two levels of user help:
� A context sensitive online help system:To activate, posi-

tion the mouse pointer over a target (which may be an
icon, a button, the toolbar, a menu choice, the desktop)
and press F1. A window with hyperlinked information
about the chosen target will appear.

� For more in-depth help, the Metview installation provides
a set of HTML manuals that can be viewed with your
system’s web browser.The HTML manuals have an equiv-
alent normal text version, provided as a set of PS files
which institutions can print out to their users.The manu-
als are divided in three volumes, the first on general
Metview usage, the second on the Metview macro
language and the third an icon reference.

More direct help can be had by a built-in Bugs Report util-
ity. This is simply a pre-addressed mail message, where
you describe your problem and drop the troublesome
icons.

Metview includes a number of meteorological applications
as icons, covering a wide range of tasks. Applications are
understood to be icons which can produce a new dataset from
some input data. These data can be saved to a (NetCDF
format) file on disk, or can be simply visualised - note that
there is no difference between visualising a set of model level
GRIB files in a cross-section view and visualising the result
of a cross-section application on the same data. However,
only the cross-section application allows you to save the cross-
section data.
The Metview applications include:
� Formula/Simple Formula - for simple mathematical

computations of GRIB fields (more complex manipula-
tion should be done in Metview Macro);

� Cross Section - derives a cross section from pressure-
or model-level fields;

� Average - derives a zonal average from pressure or model-
level fields;

� Vertical Profile - derives a vertical profile from pressure-
or model-level fields for a point or a rectangular area;

� Tephigram - generates tephigram plots from either
model fields or observations;

� Potential Temperature - derives potential tempera-
ture, equivalent potential temperature and saturated
equivalent potential temperature from model-level or
pressure-level fields of surface pressure, temperature and
humidity;

� Vector Family - derives vector fields from scalar fields
of u and v components (Cartesian co-ordinates) or inten-
sity and direction (polar co-ordinates). Option to colour
vector arrows according to a third field (e.g. colouring wind
arrows according to temperature);

� Budget Family - calculates and plots various budget
quantities (atmospheric energy, surface energy, hydrolog-
ical and top radiation);

� Spectra - generates plots of spectra as a function of
Legendre polynomial order;

� Velocity Potential/Streamfunction - derives fields of
velocity potential or streamfunction from input fields of
divergence or vorticity;

� Rotational/Divergent Wind - derives fields of diver-
gent or rotational wind vectors from input fields of
divergence or vorticity;

� Data Coverage - generates plots and files of observations
according to their quality and arrival time.

An element lacking in previous versions of Metview
was the ability to produce 3D visualisations. Rather than
developing such facilities from scratch, it was thought that
a far more fruitful and inexpensive approach would be
to integrate Metview with some other software with
3D capability. Given its features, free availability and
wide user community, the strongest choice was Vis5D
from the Space Science and Engineering Centre of the
University of Wisconsin - Madison’s Graduate School
(http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/~billh/vis5d.html).A co-
operative venture was established between ECMWF and
SSEC in order to integrate both pieces of software.

Metview was equipped with features that enable it to talk
to Vis5D and Vis5D was enhanced with the ability to accept
Metview icons.Vis5D is controlled via TCL/Tk scripts, so
a drop of a Metview icon translates the icon’s content into
TCL/Tk. Metview provides the interested user with a set
of Metview icons specially designed to work with Vis5D.The
approach from the point of view of a Metview user is to use
Vis5D as if it were a Metview application.This is to say that
a Metview user can do all the data retrieval and processing
within Metview and then launch Vis5D via a Metview icon.

The simple example in Figure 15 shows that you are able
to control Vis5D by means of Metview icons, i.e. you can
drop Metview icons that specify how Vis5D will display

Figure 14: Metview HTML manuals – equivalent printed version
exists as well.
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your data. Further data icons can be dropped in the Vis5D
window. This allows you to use Vis5D without in-depth
knowledge of this software thus satisfying those who only
have episodic need of Vis5D abilities. On the other hand,
Metview users expert with Vis5D can use Metview for
retrieval and computations of data and then, once Vis5D is
launched, use it as a stand-alone element.Also, since you can
control Vis5D with Metview icons you can also make Vis5D
run from Metview macro programs.

The Metview Macro Language

The Metview Macro language was designed to provide an
easy, powerful and comprehensive way for a researcher/oper-
ator to manipulate and display meteorological data.A language
is the best user interface to describe very complex sequences
of actions, particularly if the flow of action is conditional.
It extends the use of Metview into an operational environ-
ment as it enables a user to write complex scripts that may
be run with any desired frequency.

It aims to be as simple as a script language (e.g.UNIX shell)
to get started, and to be as powerful as a modern computer
language.“To be as simple as a script language” implies that
no variable declarations or program units should be required.
“To be as powerful as a computer language” implies support
for variables, flow control, functions and procedures, I/O and
error control.

Macro programs are created with the Metview Macro
editor, a text editor with added functionality such as run,
debug, beautify, shown in Figure 3(c).The language is easy
to learn with a relatively shallow learning curve and there
are self-learning tutorials prepared for Metview Macro
complementing an extensive user guide.

Metview Macro can handle (read, process and write) a vari-
ety of file types: GRIB, BUFR, Geopoints and plain ASCII
data files. Input and output are done via read() and write()
functions but, in keeping with the Metview Macro approach,
the user does not need to specify or know details about the
file type, dimensions and format.

Figure 15: Controlling Vis5D from Metview. Metview users
convert their data to the Vis5D format by means of an icon. The
most common Vis5D visualisation tools (such as slices, contours)
are also available as Metview icons enabling a Metview user to
enjoy Vis5D capabilities without detailed knowledge of this soft-
ware. Alternatively, Metview can be used simply as a data
retrieval and computation engine to provide datasets for Vis5D
visualisations.

Vis5D plotting elements are
specified via Metview icons:

A colour Vertical Slice

A colour Horizontal Slice

An Isosurface

Visualise the icon to launch
Vis5D window
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The following data types are seamlessly handled by Metview
Macro:
� strings;
� numbers;
� dates;
� lists (a vector whose elements can be of different types);
� definitions (like a list, but the elements are named);
� fieldsets (for arrays of model fields);
� satellite images;
� observations;
� geopoints (for irregularly spaced point data);
� vectors and matrices.
Variables of the types above are defined when set and there
is no need for variable declarations. Users can specify oper-
ations between variables of these data types and between
variables of different types (when applicable) without any
effort spent in variable declarations and worrying about
compatibility.

For the data types above Metview Macro provides an
extensive range of built-in functions which give the user a
very powerful set of processing tools; many of these func-
tions are of a specific meteorological nature. Data entities
which are cumbersome to handle in a seamless way can be
easily converted (and filtered) into other more convenient
types (e.g. BUFR into geopoints).

Use of functions in Metview Macro can augment signif-
icantly the power of the language. At the simplest,
user-written functions can be left embedded in a program.
However, Metview Macro makes it very easy for a user to
build a library of functions - it is enough to save the func-
tion code files in a particular folder within the Metview
system for them to be accessible as if they were system
functions.

Another powerful feature of Metview Macro is the abil-
ity to use FORTRAN executables within a Macro program
as if they were built-in macro functions, i.e. nothing in the
macro code would identify a particular function as a
FORTRAN external function.This extends immensely the
scope of the macro language and enables you to make effi-
cient use of existing resources.

A very attractive feature of Metview Macro is that it
allows the user to design his/her own user interface. User
interfaces are useful to provide small applications to oper-
ators who may not be conversant with the Metview Macro
language. More importantly user interfaces provide gener-
ality to macro programs enabling them to accept a variety
of input parameters.The basic task remains the same but it
can be applied to different types of data and/or with differ-
ent visual definitions.

Figure 16 shows an example of a simple user interface in
action.You simply have to execute the macro program icon
for the user interface to pop up. Enter the appropriate input,
click the Apply button and the macro runs.

User interface components such as text fields, sliders,
option menus, icon boxes, colour tools, etc, are defined by
a set of functions known as dialogue functions.To implement
a user interface you only need to specify the required
functions and the retrieval of the input from the user
interface.

Metview can run macro programs in a non-interactive
or batch mode, i.e. from the command line without recourse
to the user interface. To run Metview Macro in batch
mode it is enough to call it from the UNIX command line,
such as:

% metview -b a_macro Z 500 20000127

Figure 16: A macro with a simple
user interface.  This macro is
taking an EPS set of forecast
f ie lds of surface temperature
verifying at a given date, and
calculating the proportion of EPS
members for which temperature
falls below 273 K. The macro is
general in that it accepts any set
of fields. EPS probabilities are
the most obvious application.
You may extend the macro by
having it save the derived field
(as well as visualising it).

Enter the input
elements in the
user interface

Execute the
icon to launch
user interface

OK to start
the macro
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Note the use of the option -b; the macro name must
follow and after the macro name you specify the list of
arguments the macro may need (optional).

Running macros in batch presents no special require-
ments, except that you are restricted to the following
actions:
� saving output to a file (GRIB, BUFR, ASCII); and/or
� produce a visualisation to a file (PS or PNG) or straight

to a printer.
An example of batch-mode application is in the running of
operational macros (such as production of routine datasets
and hard-copy plots), as the running of these jobs can be
set up in shell scripts and managed with scheduling software
(i.e. run during periods of minimum activity and/or network
traffic).

A macro program resides in the Metview system as a
Macro icon.As with any icon you can run it by specifying

an action (Execute Visualise Examine Drop). A useful
feature of Metview Macro is that inside the Macro program
you can retrieve its run mode, i.e. which action was speci-
fied by the user (including running in batch).This gives the
user the opportunity to specify different outcomes accord-
ing to the run mode the user has chosen.

A typical example is for a macro that produces a visuali-
sation to direct the result to the screen if visualised or
executed, and to a printer or PS file if run in batch mode.
The user may want/need to restrict the operationality of the
macro, e.g. by only allowing to run if it is dropped some-
where or by preventing it from running in batch when its
only outcome is an on- screen visualisation.

Further control over a macro program run may be
achieved by the user being able to read and set environ-
ment variables and to run UNIX shell scripts from within
the macro program.

Rogério Bonifácio

European Union Fifth Framework Programme

Two bids to the European Commission have been success-
ful in attracting funding for research projects co-ordinated
by the ECMWF as part of the European Union’s Fifth
Framework Programme for Research,Technical Development
and Demonstration activities in the area of Energy,
Environment and Sustainable Development. The projects,
ERA-40 and DEMETER, will be funded for three years,
and will commence shortly.

ERA-40

The objective of the ERA-40 project is to produce, validate
and undertake studies of a reanalysis covering the period since
mid 1957, when major improvements were made to the
atmospheric observing system in preparation for the
International Geophysical Year (IGY) that took place in
1958.The project will build on the experience gained by
ECMWF  in carrying out ERA- 15 (an earlier reanalysis of
the period 1979-1993) and on the experience of the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in
carrying out reanalysis projects in the USA.

The reanalysis will use a three-dimensional variational
(3D-Var) version of ECMWF’s data assimilation system to
make a new synthesis of the in-situ and remotely-sensed
measurements collected during the more than 40-year
period.Analyses will be produced six-hourly, with supple-
mentary forecasts providing fields at three-hourly intervals.
The basic spectral horizontal resolution will be T159, and
the model grid-spacing will be close to 125 km in the hori-
zontal, with 60 levels in the vertical located between the
surface and a height of about 65 km (as is currently used
for operational forecasting at ECMWF).The basic analysed
variables will include not only the conventional meteoro-
logical wind, temperature and humidity fields, but also
stratospheric ozone and ocean-wave and soil conditions.

Additional information will be produced concerning the
quality of both the observations used and the analyses
generated. ECMWF’s archival/retrieval system MARS will
be used to store the observations, the analyses, the forecast
products and the generated data.The database will be made
widely available. Users without MARS access will be able
to obtain a comprehensive range of data through ECMWF’s
Data Services, and data may also be available from some
national data centres. Particular attention will be given to
generating data subsets on compact media, which can then
be made available to users at an affordable cost.The infor-
mation produced by the project will be unique in its
combination of time-range, vertical extent, variety and
accuracy.An extensive documentation will also be produced
to facilitate the use of the data.

The analysed products will be enhanced by short periods
of higher-resolution global assimilation using 4D-Var, which
will promote further exploitation of the data from major
international observing experiments, such as GATE (1974),
FGGE(1979),ALPEX (1982) and TOGA-COARE (1992-
93). It is planned to carry out medium-range forecasts at
regular intervals from the ERA-40 analyses to enable study
of variations in predictability during the period.

ERA-40 will be innovative in its direct variational assim-
ilation of raw-radiance data from satellites from 1972 onwards,
and will use some new types of observation and improved
specifications of sea-surface temperatures and sea-ice distri-
butions.Analyses will be produced for overlap periods with
and without each significant addition made to the observ-
ing system since the IGY.This will enable assessment and
quantification of the impact of these additions and, in partic-
ular, the documentation of the benefit of the development
of the satellite observing system (VTPR, TOVS,
Meteosat/GOES/GMS, SSM/I, ERS and ATOVS) over the
past three decades.


